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Description

Sterling£ Euro€

BD002

ROYAL BERKSHIRE REGIMENT, WWI period silver mounted mother of pearl
sweetheart or Old Comrades lapel badge, silver plate and enamel regimental device
at centre of circular mother of pearl mount, this with silver rim, stout pin to reverse,
which is impressed "Sterling Silver rim". Light rubbing to high point of device and
couple of light rim bruises, otherwise Almost Extremely Fine.

20

24

BD004

ROYAL FLYING CORPS, other ranks (possibly Flight Sergeant's pattern) brass cap
badge. High points polished, otherwise Good Very Fine.

50

60

BD012

WW2 KING'S BADGE FOR WAR SERVICE, white metal, butterfly hook for lapel
wear to reverse. Minor rubbing to high points, otherwise Almost Extremely Fine.

5

6

BD013

WW1 PERIOD OTHER RANK'S BRASS WOUND STRIPE, as worn on the tunic
sleeve, reverse legend in relief "SERVICE' WOUND STRIPE, SS LTD-B No.4
PROV PAT", twin lugs to reverse. Polished and toned, Good Very Fine.

10

12

BD014

SOUTH IRISH HORSE, other rank's medium size gilt tunic button, shamrock at
centre, "South Irish Horse" legend around, 20mm across at widest point, by Firmins
Ltd, London. Light rubbing to high points, otherwise virtually full original gilding
and Almost Extremely Fine.I have 3 examples of this button in stock, if you want to
order multiples.

15

18

BD015

ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT, 1902-22 pattern officer's large size (25mm) gilt tunic
buttons, by Jennens & Co, London. High points lightly rubbed, otherwise virtually
full original gilding and Almost Extremely Fine.I have 10 of these in stock, if you
wish to order multiples.

5

6

BD016

ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT, 1902-22 pattern officer's medium size (18mm) gilt
tunic button, 19mm across at widest point, by Jennens & Co, London. High points
lightly rubbed, otherwise virtually full original gilding and Almost Extremely Fine. I
have 10 of these in stock, if you wish to buy multiples.

4

4.8

BD019

LEINSTER REGIMENT, WW1 post 1915 pattern officer's bronze service dress cap
badge (as Kipling & King 699), originally twin lugs to reverse, EW, but with
contemporary replacement stout pin fitting, minor rubbing to high points, otherwise
Good condition.

80

96

BD020

IRELAND. Irish Veterinary Training College, Officer's Training Corps, 1929-34
pattern brass collar badge (Hogan 5). Twin lugs, EW, minor rubbing to high points,
otherwise Good condition and attractive old dark tone.

90

108

BD021

IRELAND. Pair of Irish Veterinary Training College, Officer's Training Corps, 1929- 160
34 pattern brass collar badge (Hogan 5). Twin lugs, EW, minor rubbing to high
points, otherwise Good condition and attractive old dark tone.

192

BD024

ROYAL DUBLIN FUSILIERS, officer's 1881-1922 pattern medium size (19mm)
tunic button. Only very minor rubbing to high points, otherwise virtually full gilding
and Extremely Fine.I have several matching examples of this button, in similar
condition, if you wish to order multiples.

15

18

BD027

WW1 "IMPERIAL SERVICE" BREAST BADGE, white metal, with original brooch 10
pin fitting to reverse. Good Very Fine. (Three in stock)

12

BD028

ROYAL ARTILLERY, WW1 period 9 carat gold sweetheart brooch, comprising the
badge of the Royal Artillery, a field gun to left with regimental title below and king's
crown and "Ubique" title above, affixed to a plain straight bar brooch (43mm wide
overall) hallmarked Birmingham 1915 on reverse. Lightly polished on high points,
otherwise good condition.

45

54

BD029

ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT, 1902-22 pattern epaulette fixing post. Only minor
rubbing to high points, most original gilding present and good condition.I have 2 of
these in stock if you wish to order multiples

16

19.2

BD030

SOUTH IRISH HORSE 1908-22 period cap badge, in the form of a shamrock leaf,
the letters "SIH" superimposed on the three arms of the leaf, in gilding metal, twin
lugs to reverse, EW. Virtually mint condition.

90

108
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BD031

IRELAND. Irish Free State Cavalry Corps, officer's high domed full dress silver
tunic button, hallmarked Dublin 1936. Minor polishing to high points, otherwise
good condition.I have 4 of these in stock if you wish to order multiples.

45

54

BD033

ROYAL IRISH REGIMENT, officers silver and gilt small size mess dress button
(13mm) , a crowned harp within a wreath of shamrocks in silver on a gilt button.
Minor polishing to high points, otherwise good condition.I have several of these in
stock, if you wish to order multiples.

8

9.6

BD036

ROYAL IRISH FUSILIERS, other ranks bi-metal two piece collar badge (Churchill
1771-1772). Minor rubbing to high points, otherwise good conditon.

20

24

BD049

GERMANY. 1934 LABOUR DAY BADGE, "Tag Der Arbeit", bronze, uniface
34mm circular lapel badge. Lacking pin to reverse, otherwise good condition.

10

12

BD050

ROYAL DUBLIN FUSILIERS, OFFICER'S 1881-1914 PATTERN FUR CAP
GRENADE, a fused gilt grenade with silver overlay of shamrocks, tiger and
elephant, arms of the city of Dublin at centre, three fiery gateways, battle honours
and regimental motto at base, accompanied by an even rarer original officer's blue
feather plume for the fur cap. Fixing posts to reverse of cap grenade shortened
(approx half inch of each remaining), high points of grenade lightly polished, the
blue feather plume slightly faded to green in parts, otherwise good condition.

650

780

BD057

LEINSTER REGIMENT POST 1915 OFFICER'S BRONZE SERVICE DRESS CAP 80
BADGE. 3 lugs to reverse, N-E-W. Good Very Fine

96

bd060

A MATCHING PAIR (LEFT AND RIGHT) OF WW1 PERIOD STAFF OFFICER'S
RED CLOTH AND BRAID COLLAR TABS, both with their original George V gilt
buttons. Removed from uniform, some mothing, including small section missing
from front corner of one collar tab, otherwise good condition.

8

9.6

bd061

ROYAL INNISKILLING FUSILIERS, WW2 PERIOD PRINTED ECONOMY
CLOTH SHOULDER TITLE, white letters on red background. Removed from
uniform, some minor scuffing, otherwise good condition.

10

12

BD063

21ST LANCERS, OTHER RANKS BI-METAL CAP BADGE, POST 1902, with
Imperial Crown. Kipling & King 797. Minor rubbing to high points, otherwise good
condition.

30

36

BD064

21ST LANCERS, PAIR OF OTHER RANKS BI-METAL COLLAR BADGES, PRE 40
1902, with Victorian crowns. Regimental title "XXI" slightly buckled on one,
otherwise lightly polished to high points and good condition. Churchill & Westlake
37

48

BD065

KENYA DEFENCE FORCE 1928-1963 PATTERN CAP BADGE, a rampant lion to
left in brass, slider to reverse, 1.95 inches (49mm) high approx. Renfrew (British
Colonial Badges) 520. Polilshed, otherwise Very Fine.

15

18

BD066

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT. OFFICER'S POST 1916 PATTERN BRONZED CAP
BADGE, twin lugs to reverse (east-west). Kipling & King 672. Very minor rubbing
to high points, otherwise virtually mint state.

20

24

bd067

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT. OFFICER'S POST 1916 PATTERN BRONZED CAP
20
BADGE, twin blades to reverse (east-west). Kipling & King 672. Very minor rubbing
to high points, otherwise virtually mint state.

24

BD068

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT. OFFICER'S POST 1916 PATTERN BRONZED CAP
15
BADGE, twin blades to reverse (east-west). Kipling & King 672. One blade lacking,
other very minor rubbing to high points, otherwise virtually mint state.

18

bd069

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT, OFFICER'S 1898 PATTERN SILVER CAP BADGE
(not hallmarked, but with maker's mark "J.R. Gaunt London" and the letter "P"
impressed to reverse). Twin lugs to reverse (east-west), 40mm high x 47mm wide.
Kipling & King 672. A superb example, lightly toned and virtually mint state.This
pattern of cap badge continued to be worn by officers of the Middlesex Regiment
until the introduction of anodised badges in the 1960's.

60

72

BD070

MIDDLESEX REGIMENT, OFFICER'S SILVER CAP OR COLLAR BADGE (not

50

60
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hallmarked), twin lugs to reverse (east-west). Similar to Westlake 244, but more
squat in appearance, and with the battle honour "Albuhera" on a wider scrolling
ribbon, 31mm high x 32mm wide. A superb example, lightly toned and virtually mint
state.
BD071

EAST KENT REGIMENT, "THE BUFFS". OFFICER'S SILVER COLLAR BADGE 40
(not hallmarked), dragon faces to right, twin lugs to reverse (east-west). Churchill &
Westlake 136. Both lugs slighty distorted (should be easy to re-shape), otherwise a
superb example, attractively toned and virtually as struck.

48

BD072

HOME COUNTIES BRIGADE, OFFICER'S SILVER CAP BADGE (not
hallmarked). Twin lugs to reverse (east-west), 39mm high x 35mm wide. Kipling &
King 2025. A superb example, virtually mint state.

75

90

BD073

QUEEN ALEXANDRA'S IMPERIAL MILITARY NURSING SERVICE
25
RESERVE, PAIR OF SILVER COLLAR BADGES (not hallmarked). Matching twin
lugs on reverse (both north-south). Churchill & Westlake 412. Lugs slightly distorted
(easily re-shaped), attractively toned, only minor rubbing to high points, Extremely
Fine.

30

BD074

QUEEN'S REGIMENT, OFFICER QUALITY 1966-1992 PERIOD ANODISED
CAP BADGE, twin lugs to reverse (east-west). Kipling & King 2038. Mint state.

10

12

BD075

SIERRA LEONE REGIMENT, ROYAL WEST AFRICA FRONTIER FORCE.
OFFICER'S BRONZED SHOULDER TITLE. Two-piece construction "SLR" over
"RWAWF", twin lugs to reverse (east-west), 38mm across at widest point. Lightly
polished, Good Very Fine.

12

14.4

BD076

ROYAL WEST AFRICA FRONTIER FORCE, OFFICER'S BRONZED COLLAR
BADGE, a palm tree, ribbon below bearing title "R.W.A.F.F.". Twin lugs to reverse
(north-south), 29mm high. Lightly polished, Good Very Fine.I have three examples
in stock. Singles £4 each, a matched pair, £7

4

4.8

BD077

INDIAN ARMY. 9TH JATREGIMENT OFFICER'S BRONZED SHOULDER
TITLE, curved form, in 2 lines, the number "9" above "JATS", of one-piece cast
construction, twin lugs to reverse (east-west), 33mm wide. Lightly polished, Good
Very Fine.

12

14.4

BD078

INDIAN ARMY, 9TH JAT REGIMENT, OFFICER'S COLLAR BADGE, white
18
metal (low grade silver, not hallmarked) or very pale brass, cast one-piece
construction, the crowned (King's crown) regimental designation "IX" above ribbon
bearing title "JAT REGIMENT". 21mm high. Polished, Good Very Fine.I believe this
pattern of collar badge was also sometimes worn by officers as a cap badge on side
caps

21.6
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